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ODE TO ORGANIZATION
Everything from the chair to the trash bin got a sprinkling of vinyl in this spruced-up
study spot. Oh, and the calendar numbers are magnet-backed cutouts—so they can
easily be changed from month to month.

JAR AND AWAY
Fancied-up soap and lotion jars
make great housewarming gifts—
and vinyl cutouts make it as easy
as cut, stick, gift. Dish duty never
looked so good.
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FIT TO FRAME
For this vinyl-packed gallery wall, we stuck a few cutouts right on the wall.
Don’t worry, though. They won’t ruin the paint when you take them off,
but they’re not reusable after removal.

FROM THE COVER
Sign: cutouts placed on
chipboard chalkboard
Shoes: cutouts sealed
with decoupage medium
Pots: cutouts on painted
pots, sealed with outdoor
decoupage medium
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SIGN AND DANDY
Three steps to Christmas decor:
1. Paint pallet with first color—ours is red.
2. Place vinyl design on pallet,
and seal with decoupage medium.
3. Paint pallet with second color—
ours is green—and remove vinyl.

TIME TO TAG
Those who make the nice list deserve
a gift with an extra-special touch. Use
craft punches to cut out the shapes, and
adhere them to wood discs. Then punch
a hole for hanging, and you’re good to
gift. Bonus: They double as ornaments!

COASTER TO COASTER
What do you get when you
have wood plaques, selfadhesive vinyl and a rainy day?
Custom coasters! Adhere the
cutouts to painted plaques,
and then apply clear sealant
to protect the wood.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

